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Advance Notice

Friday 22nd July 2016

During the summer school break, two major work projects are going to being undertaken at our school.
This will result in the school entrance area adjacent to the library (Preston Old Road) may be a busy
thoroughfare at times for work vehicles. On a few occasions this may cause inconvenience on Preston
Old Road for short periods.
The works being undertaken are two-fold and involve two separate contractors and the projects are:
1.

Total replacement of the school’s boiler system that provides hot water and heating system.

Apart from work vehicles using the entrance to the school, there should be minimum inconvenience.
2.
Construction of a two classroom-size single storey building. (Planning permission was sought for
this and granted by FBC on 28.01.16; Application number: 15/0697) Such a building will have been prebuilt and be delivered in sections for delivery to school for siting, putting together and final completion.
Prior to delivery of the of the building sections, preparatory work will be undertaken for siting the
building and with this stage of the work there should be a minimum inconvenience.
The delivery of the building sections will involve during a one day period – arrival of several large
vehicles containing the building sections and a crane to uplift the building sections into the school
grounds (to the rear of the library). The fence within the school grounds will be partly removed to permit
access of the crane at this school entrance. During this day, this may cause inconvenience/disruption for
traffic on Preston Old Road surrounding the school entrance area.
The work being carried out will greatly enhance the provision for the children we serve and for the
community of Freckleton. By giving this advanced notice, I please ask for your understanding and
patience.
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